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List of Abbreviations
AGWP

Annual Government Work Plan

CMU

Cabinet of Minister of Ukraine

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

NGO

Non-Government Organisation

PIA

Policy Impact Assessment (ex-ante)

RIA

Regulatory Impact Assessment

SMART

Simple, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound

ToR

Terms of Reference

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme
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INTRODUCTION
Imagine, you are travelling on a road that has no signs. Your destination is Kiev, but there are no marks
and there is no one to ask. You may be on a good track or you may be lost, going into the direction
opposite to your destination. You have no idea. That is exactly what policy-making is without monitoring
and evaluation (M&E).
Monitoring and evaluation helps the Government1 to extract relevant information from past and
ongoing activities that can be used as the basis for policy fine-tuning, reorientation and future policy
planning. Without M&E, it would be impossible to judge if the chosen path is correct, whether
progress and success can be claimed, and how future efforts might be improved. Monitoring and
evaluation provides information on progress toward achieving stated targets and goals and also
substantial evidence as the basis for any necessary mid-course corrections in policies and lessons
learned for the next policy cycle. It is important to notice here that specific outcomes and impacts
are measures of the Government performance, rather than activities and outcomes, which are means
for achieving Government commitments.
Ex-post assessment (process after adoption of the policy) is the term defining policy monitoring and
evaluation2, the way ex-ante impact assessment (process before adoption of the policy) defines the
policy impact analysis process.
M&E processes are elements of the integrated policy-making approach envisaged by the ongoing
reforms in Ukraine by the CMU within the framework of the Public Administration Reform Strategy.
Whereas monitoring is a continuous process through policy implementation, evaluation is the last
step of the policy-making process, which findings feed into the next cycle. Polices might need
correction or new policies might be recommended as a result of evaluation and Policy Impact
Assessment (PIA)3 is the relevant tool to generate best policy choices. On the other hand, monitoring
and evaluation heavily relies on the policy analysis and planning, data and information, without
which M&E would be difficult to perform. Therefore, the link between Policy Monitoring and
Evaluation Quick Guide and Ex-ante Policy Impact Assessment Quick Guide, is straightforward. Also,
both ex-ante policy impact assessment and ex-post impact assessment have to rely on critical
thinking, judgment and common sense.
It is important to note that these connected methodologies expressed in Quick Guides place an
important emphasis on monitoring and evaluation, specifically requiring that all policy documents
are accompanied by monitoring and evaluation arrangements. Therefore, this Quick Guide assumes
that all policy documents will contain description of M&E process to be conducted, including the

1

The term ”Government” in this document is used in a general sense and not as an equivalent of the CMU.
In literature the term ex-post is more often attributed to evaluation, although both monitoring and evaluation are
carried out when after the adoption of the policy.
3
See quick Guide to Ex ante Policy Impact Assessment, developed by the Association4U Project.
2

3

frequency of monitoring and evaluation, the assigned role and responsibilities and other relevant
information. 4
Monitoring and evaluation are not completely new processes in the Ukrainian policy-making. There
have been rules indifferent pieces of legislation and in the Rules of Procedures of the CMU requiring
M&E in certain areas.
This Quick Guide aims to describe the essential elements of the monitoring and evaluation (M&E)
methodology and provides guidance and practical tools to carry out them in a systematic way.
The Quick Guide is in line with best international practices and tailored to address the current needs
and capacities of the Public Administration of Ukraine. It has multiple and diverse audiences, ranging
from Government institutions, civil society organisations and country development partners. The
primary audience is the line ministries performing monitoring and evaluation and the central
Government institutions overseeing implementation of Government priorities.
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That is an objective to be achieved gradually.
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LINKS BETWEEN MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Before going to description of M&E steps and requirements it is important to set clear boundaries
between these two processes, regarding what specifically they are looking for and why (in the
chapters on M&E these differences are explained in more detailed way).
Overall, while monitoring provides real-time information required by management, evaluation
offers more in-depth assessment. The monitoring process can generate questions to be answered
by evaluation. Also, evaluation draws heavily on data generated through monitoring during the
policy cycle, including, for example, baseline data, information on the policy implementation process
and measurements of results.
Evaluation is a complement to monitoring. When a monitoring system sends signals that the efforts
are going off track (for example, that the target population is not making use of the services, that
costs are accelerating, that there is real resistance to adopting an innovation, and so forth), then
good evaluative information can help clarify the realities and trends noted with the monitoring
system. For example, “if annual performance information is presented by itself (in isolation) without
the context and benefit of policy evaluation, there is a danger that decision-makers would be
drawing incorrect conclusions regarding the cause of improvements or declines in specific measures.
Simply looking at trend data usually cannot tell us how effective policy interventions were.
The differences, yet complementarity of monitoring and evaluation could be explained by some
examples. For instance, in looking at infant health from the inputs point of view, the Government
could monitor whether resources were available to carry-out the awareness campaign of good
prenatal care and from activities point of view, the Government could monitor the awareness
campaign itself. At the output level, the Government could monitor the level of awareness of
population about infant health and preventive measures to be taken. Usually monitoring here would
stop and evaluation would take over looking into outcomes (more women taking steps to prevent
infant mortalities) and impacts (infant morbidity and mortality rates).
Evaluation, like monitoring, may be conducted at these two levels, but as already mentioned, it also
goes further. To take an example: privatising water systems, activity evaluation might involve the
assessment of the improvement in water fee collection rates in two provinces. At the output level, the
Government might consider assessing the fiscal management of the state’s systems, while at the
outcome level, the Government might evaluate different model approaches to privatising public
water supplies and at privatisation for the impact. At the same time evaluations do (or at least try
to) address attribution – to what extent the policy intervention lead to the expected outcomes and
impacts and also looks into the unintended consequences of the policy intervention.
In the figure below the boundaries of monitoring and evaluation are illustrated, including the
elements each process focuses on and the questions raised in each case:
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Figure 1. Elements of monitoring and evaluation

The table below highlights the different, yet complementary roles that monitoring and evaluation
have:
Monitoring

Evaluation

Clarifies what are the policy outputs

Analyses why intended policy outcomes and
impacts were or were not achieved

Links inputs and activities to outputs

Assesses specific causal contribution of activities
to the outcomes and impacts

Translates outputs into performance indicators
and defines targets

Examines implementation process

Routinely collects data on these indicators and
compares actual results with targets

Explores unintended outcomes and impacts

Reports progress to decision makers and alerts Provides
lessons,
highlights
significant
them about implementation problems and need accomplishments or policy potential and offers
for corrective actions
recommendations for improvement
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PLANNING OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION
For effective, efficient and successful M&E process prior planning is critical. Planning requires to set
aside adequate financial and human resources for M&E, as well as assign roles and responsibilities.
Adopted policies (both legislation and policy documents) have to contain monitoring and
evaluation arrangements. Policies with strong M&E components tend to stay on track - through
M&E, problems are often detected earlier, which reduces the likelihood of having significant cost
overruns or time delays later.
However, there might be cases when M&E arrangements are not explicitly described or are missing.
To this end, the Government institutions should plan on an early basis which specific policies are
subject to monitoring and evaluation. It is important to mention that given the time-consuming nature
of evaluations, their number to be done in any one year should be limited, but the Government
institutions should ensure that all its policies are regularly reviewed. Unlike evaluation, monitoring is
a continuous process, therefore all Government policies and priorities have to be continually
monitored. It should be noted that the principle of proportionality also applies for monitoring and
evaluation – the efforts of data collection, monitoring and evaluation should not outweigh the policy
benefits5.
Overall, policies that could be subject of monitoring and evaluation are the following:
 Policy papers (strategies, programs, Concept Documents and plans6) or a part of them (e.g.
a policy area or one or some objectives)
 Law or normative acts, or some their provisions
 Government conclusions
 Budgetary programmes or sectorial expenditure strategies
It is expected that specific requirements and procedures are described in the adopted policy.
However, if for some reason this is not the case – M&E arrangements are entirely missing or
incomplete, the Government institutions before proceeding to conducting monitoring and evaluation
have to plan the M&E framework. Specifically, they should look at:





What is the type and scope of the policy – full or partial?
What is the policy timeframe – whole or specific period?
Who is going to carry-out the activities – Government institutions or external stakeholders7?
What inputs will be needed to carry-out the activities – financial and human resources?

5

The Ex-ante Policy Impact Assessment Quick Guide also draws attention on the principle of proportionality in
terms of conducting PIAs.
6
Plans are more relevant for monitoring rather than evaluation given their generally action-oriented nature.
7
A related aspect of planning is specifically whether some or all evaluation work should be contracted to external
experts or organizations. This decision should take into consideration the complexity of the policy, the capacity of
the Government institutions to carry out the analysis internally, and the resources available to fund a contract. If part
or all of the work is to be contracted out, a terms of reference for the evaluation assignment will also need to be
prepared.
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 From what sources the data and information are going to be collected – primary or
secondary, qualitative or quantitative?
 What is the level of threshold qualified as success – what criteria and indicators will be used
to assess the progress?
 How M&E results will be used – will they be disseminated, will any action be taken place to
adjust activities and policies?

PRINCIPLES OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Before starting M&E it is also important to consider three main principles (besides the proportionality
principle mentioned above) on which these processes are based, specifically:







Ownership. A principal aim of managing for successfully implementing policies is to ensure
that ownership goes beyond a few select persons to include as many stakeholders as
possible. For this reason, M&E activities and findings, recommendations and lessons from
ongoing and periodic monitoring and evaluation should be wholly owned by those
responsible for results and those who can make use of them.
Engagement of stakeholders. Throughout monitoring and evaluation it is vital to engage
stakeholders, promote buy-in and commitment, and motivate action. A robust resultsmanagement process aims to engage both internal and external stakeholders in thinking as
openly and creatively as possible about what they want to achieve and encourage them to
organise themselves to make what they have agreed on, including putting in place a process
to monitor and evaluate progress and use the information to improve performance.
Focus on results. Ideally, M&E processes should be geared towards ensuring that results
are achieved and not only towards ensuring that all activities and outputs get produced as
planned.
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CHAPTER I. POLICY MONITORING
…You are still driving to Kiev, but you don’t know how far it is, when the next gas station is, are there
any hotels around and whether the money you have will be enough to cover all surprises on the road.
That is what monitoring should do – check how the process is going on.
This Quick Guide addresses monitoring as an instrument of Government internal management, which
aims by a fixed set of indicators, to provide a regular insight into the progress made in implementing
activities. Monitoring allows a budget holder or the implementer of an intervention to stay up to
date on inputs supplied and activities performed. Monitoring shows whether intended activities have
been carried out. Good, systematic monitoring is of great importance for evaluations, as it provides
a significant part of the data on which evaluation is based.
When the Government is focused on delivering its commitments, then active monitoring becomes an
important tool. Requirements shift from the production of lengthy reports with little content to face
to face meetings and decisions to take
Monitoring is an ongoing process by which the
corrective action.
Government could obtain regular feedback on the
This chapter provides step-by-step guidance progress being made towards achieving its goals
on how to implement planned monitoring and objectives. Monitoring is concerned with asking
activities. It also presents relevant tools and one general question – are we taking the actions
tips for effective monitoring and use of we said we would take?
monitoring evidence in decision making.
Besides the general question, which monitoring is trying to address, there are some key specific
questions that monitoring seeks to answer:
 Are the pre-identified outputs being produced as planned and efficiently?
 What are the issues, risks and challenges that are faced or foreseen that need to be taken
into account to ensure the achievement of results?
 What decisions need to be made concerning changes to the already planned subsequent
stages?
 Will the planned and delivered outputs continue to be relevant for the achievement of the
envisioned outcomes?
 Are the envisaged outcome still relevant and effective for achieving the overall national
priorities, goals and impacts?
 What are lessons learned and recommendations for the course of policy?
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TYPES OF MONITORING
The process of monitoring uses both formal and informal communications (see sections below). It
is not merely a matter of producing reports or ticking off boxes. Face to face meetings and on-site
inspections are useful in gaining a good understanding of the progress being made in
implementation and of the difficulties being encountered. Informal discussions are ideal to get this
information quickly.
At the same time, the Government needs to monitor the overall performance of line ministries about
national priorities and Government decisions and conclusions. This responsibility leads to more formal
reporting requirements and periodic written reports. Similarly, donors will require periodic progress
reports on the implementation of donor-supported initiatives.
INFORMAL MONITORING
Informal monitoring is a responsibility of senior officials. It is important to establish expectations that
monitoring will be a regular and standard part of ministry management. Opportunities for informal
progress reports and the identification of problems will arise:





In regular meetings among the ministry senior officials and ministries
In periodic bilateral discussions between the ministers and directors of different departments
In regularly scheduled meetings with subordinated agencies
In periodic and regular meetings with businesses, stakeholders, local government authorities,
NGOs and others

Each of these meetings provides a forum for discussing the effectiveness of policy implementation,
especially when there is a deliberate focus on priorities. These informal discussions also provide
more nuanced information than simple progress reports prepared by public officials. More sources
of information mean more chances to hear what is going well and what is not going well and to
understand why.
At times, the difficulty in implementation is more severe than can be resolved by management of
resources. It requires ministerial departments to analyse more closely the problems in
implementation, to document the problems, and to identify ways to address the situation. That is why
informal monitoring is so important.
FORMAL MONITORING
The informal discussions of progress of implementation should be supplemented by periodic of
formal progress reports. These reports should cover the same information that is discussed in informal
monitoring. That is, the reports should identify what priority is being implemented and whether
progress is being made to achieve the commitments and decisions that have been made. Are inputs
in place; have budgets been spent or people hired? Have outputs been produced? Reports should
identify what is being done and what are the challenges. They should also discuss any substantial
10

changes in the environment that are affecting implementation or that will require a re-think of the
policy itself.

STEPS OF THE MONITORING PROCESS
The process of monitoring comprises four steps illustrated below:

Figure 2. Steps of the monitoring process

These four steps should naturally lead to a decision whether the policy activities need correction or
not and consist in the following:

STEP 1. CHECK POLICY OUTPUTS
The first monitoring step is about checking the outputs that the Governments wants to achieve with
the policy that is subject to monitoring. The outputs are essential intermediate commitments of the
Government – critical accomplishments toward policy completion of implementation. In other words,
outputs help answering the question – WHAT the Government wants to do to reach the policy
outcomes and impacts.
Outputs are those policy achievements that the Government can fully control (unlike outcomes and
impacts). They are usually indicated in the policy documents (measured by performance indicators)
and, in this case, it is sufficient to check their relevance and if missing or unclear, they have to be
clearly defined.
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Examples of policy outputs are the following:







New law or regulation drafted or adopted
Guidelines or codes completed
Education campaign launched
New schools built
Bridge or a road rehabilitated
Training provided

When outputs have been identified the process of monitoring could be performed more effectively,
as the following step will look into how activities are carried-out and inputs used to reach established
milestones (outputs).

STEP 2. CHECK POLICY INPUTS AND ACTIVITIES
The following step after defining policy outputs is about identifying the means of implementation
by which the Government planned to reach the outputs. It means the analysis should go from right
to left – defining outputs is followed by determining activities and inputs planned to reach them (see
figure 3). In other words, means of implementation show HOW the Government intends to reach
milestones?

Figure 3. Elements to consider in policy monitoring
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Activities are policy actions implemented by the Government to achieve the outputs, such as –
tendering for road rehabilitation completed, location for building new schools determined and
agreed etc. Inputs are resources required for the policy implementation, such as people hired, funds
allocated and spent, etc. Mobilisation of inputs is often considered a sub-activity (see explanation
in the progress report template below).
This step is about both determining activities and inputs and check whether they have been
started/mobilised to implement the policy. They might be wholly or partially started and
progressed, or they might be significantly delayed or postponed. These findings are crucial for the
monitoring exercise.

STEP 3. ASSESS THE IMPLEMENTATION ENVIRONMENT
Once the outputs and means of implementation were identified and checked for correspondence, it
is crucial to assess the environment or context in which the implementation occurs. To this end, the
outputs, activities and inputs should go through a reality check – an assessment whether outputs are
achieved, activities implemented, and inputs allocated and adequately used. In other words, this
step helps answering the question – WHY policy implementation is progressing or not?
Specifically, at this monitoring stage, in is important to ask key questions about the general
environment, such as:
 Is the implementation environment stable or have there been important changes which
affect implementation? For example, has the economy worsened or improved? Or have
Government priorities changed?
 Are the stakeholders responding in the ways the ex-ante impact assessment expected (if
conducted)?
 Has unexpected opposition or support became evident?
 Have unexpected problems emerged?
This assessment of the operating environment will give essential explanations about the pace of
implementation and the steps that need to be taken to remedy lack of progress. It may be that
communication has been insufficient, for example. There may be additional support that permits
implementation to proceed more quickly. In the most extreme example, it may be that Government
priorities have changed, and resources are being allocated to different policies.

STEP 4. FORMULATE F INDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since monitoring is an active process it should lead to concrete decisions that advance and improve
implementation. Therefore, monitoring findings and recommendations how to proceed with policies
further have to be explicitly embedded in a progress report (see template of progress report
below). It is important to note that reports are only useful if they are read, analysed and used
to inform decision making.
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At this final step it is important to explain the difficulties and challenges encountered and to describe
the steps being taken to ensure that implementation proceeds. There might be conflicts or lack of
progress in policies that involve several Government institutions. It can often occur when there is a
disagreement concerning spending priorities between the line ministries and the Ministry of Finance.
Informal and formal progress reporting through the Government should highlight these issues and
the necessary solutions.
Indeed, in monitoring, success means finding out what is not working so that it can be fixed, but these
findings are just inputs for the next policy planning cycle, where decision what to adjust and
implement are being taken. Here you can find a “generic” template for monitoring report for
Title of the document
1. Name of reporting
2. Report Period
body/authority
responsible for the
report
3. Name of the activity to
4. Reference to other policy documents
be carried-out during
the reporting period
5. Sub-activity to be carried-out during the reporting period (include all sub-activities for which the
reporting authority is responsible; Divide the sub-activities between categories – A and B)
A. Sub-activities planned
Current Status
Explanation (Maximum 50 words)
and accomplished or
on schedule
B. Sub-activities planned
Current Status /Revised
Explanation (Maximum 50 words)
but delayed or not
Timeframe
accomplished
6. Corrective measures that are required by the ministry to ensure implementation (What steps is the
ministry taking now, or does it intend to take, to address the delays described in category 5B
above?):
7. Decisions needed by the Government (What decisions are needed to address the delays described
in category 5B above? These decisions should be ones that are not within the power of the ministry
itself. Note that this section is also not a place to request additional money):
8. Possible risks for next reporting period (Are there complications that are foreseen in the next few
months that could delay implementation? What are they?):
illustration purposes. In every case the specific layout and content of the report should be adjusted
to the specifics of the policy that is monitored.
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Below the most critical sections of the template are described:
The reporting authority has to report on all activities covered with relevant sub-activities planned
earlier. For instance, if the line ministry has to build two schools (activity), it might have planned to
launch a tender, select the company that is going to build the schools, procure construction materials
etc. (sub-activities). In many cases activities might be crosscutting (a number of ministries are involved
in implementation). Sub-activities, however, are the responsibility of the reporting authority.
The progress in implementing sub-activities might be different, therefore the proposed split in two
distinct categories is important and represents the core substance of the monitoring exercise:

• Category A is a list of the sub-activities that have been accomplished during the reporting
period or are on schedule. In the section called “Current Status” indicate whether the subactivity is complete, underway, or starting. The explanation column is a place for additional
information about the status of the work on these sub-activities. For example, if the subactivity involves approval of new legislation, the stage of adoption it has reached has to be
indicated.

• Category B is a list of the sub-activities that were planned for this reporting period, but have
been delayed and are behind the proposed schedule. In the section “Current Status/Revised
Timeframe” it should be explained whether the sub-activity is underway, or not started, and
tell the revised deadline for completion. In the Explanation column details about why the
sub-activities have been delayed should be provided. If there is a significant change in the
environment, it should be explained.
The section 6 describes the measures or steps the ministry/central authority is taking to ensure the
implementation of the sub-activities listed in 5B above. These measures should be very specific and
concrete corrective steps. For example, it may be necessary for the central authority to stop doing
certain other activities to focus on priorities. In this case, indicate what work will end and how people
will be redirected.
The section 7 describes any decision that the ministry/central authority requires from Government
to address any delays in sub-activities listed in 5B above. These decisions must be outside the power
of the line ministry or central authority to make. These are recommendations to the Government for
consideration. The proposals may not include a request for additional money. Instead it should be
explained why each decision will improve implementation.
The section 8 describes any serious impending risks or complications that are likely to occur and
that would negatively affect implementation for the next six months. For example, is staff not
available to do the work or is there major opposition within civil society to the next steps? Another
example is the anticipation of a forecasted drought and its impact on agriculture in a particular
way. This section should not include insufficient budget resources unless there is a change in
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circumstance such an unforeseen increase in costs. It should also not include general risks that are
generally present and were known at the time the activity or sub-activity was developed.
In general, the formal reporting interval that is recommended is every six months. It is not realistic
to expect significant progress in implementation at more frequent intervals, especially for complex
policies. Requiring more frequent formal or written progress reports will use scarce resources to
prepare reports that are seldom read and are usually filed merely. Informal reporting should occur
on much more frequent intervals. The frequency of informal reporting will depend on the nature of
the policy and on its complexity and how central it is to the Government.
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CHAPTER II. EX-POST POLICY EVALUATION
…So you are in Kiev. But why? Are you better off here, have you arrived to make a deal? To sell the
car? Have you been successful? Did you get a reasonable price? These are the sets of questions we are
dealing with in a process of evaluation.
An essential part of the policy-making process is to evaluate policies sometime after they have been
implemented or during implementation, to see whether they are successful in achieving objectives.
Ex-post evaluation of policies is a tool, which involves
applying the same rigour to the assessment of the Evaluation is a rigorous assessment of
outcomes of policies and their implementation as ministries either completed or ongoing policies
applied to the development of policies and the instruments to determine the extent to which they
are achieving stated objectives and
for their application.
contributing to the decision making.
At the same time, ex-post-evaluation, like ex-ante
impact assessment, relies on critical thinking, judgment
and common sense rather than on mastering various sophisticated evaluation tools.
Overall, there are three main purposes for conducting evaluations:







To support decision-making. Evaluation can inform the ministry about how policy
implementation can be improved, and it can provide the ministry and Government with
advice on measures to refine or adjust policies to improve their effectiveness. Evaluations
can be a valuable source of information for future policy development and for planning the
policy agenda.
To provide accountability to the public. Evaluation also contributes to public accountability,
by providing transparent assessments of existing government policies. Similarly, evaluation
reports allow the Government to report to donors on donor-supported projects and
programs. In this regard, evaluations can be as extensive or they can focus on specific
projects in any field – agriculture, economy, education or human services, for example.
To identify lessons about what works and what doesn’t. The lessons learned can inform
future policy planning and analysis.

It is important to reiterate that evaluations are more rigorous than monitoring in their procedures,
design and methodology, and generally involve more extensive analysis. However, the aims of both
monitoring and evaluation are very similar: to provide information that can help inform decisions,
improve performance and achieve planned results.
At the same time, besides the range of content-related differences between monitoring and
evaluation mentioned earlier, another distinction that is more of a procedural nature, is that
evaluations might also be conducted independently or externally to provide managers and staff
with an objective assessment of whether or not they are on track.
17

PLANNING OF THE EVALUATION
Evaluation arrangements, like monitoring should be ideally planned and adopted along with the
policy. However, if this is not the case and policy documents and legislation do not contain specific
evaluation requirements and procedural aspects, the Government has to make decisions on
evaluation ex-post.
Since evaluation is a more intense, time and resource consuming process than monitoring, the selection
of which policies are to be evaluated within a particular year should be based on a set of criteria
that gives early priority to policies that are likely to need evaluated to a greater extent. The
specific criteria would include:

• Relation to national priorities and strategies. Government institutions’ policies that are
central to achieving one or more priorities should be early candidates for review. If the
evaluation shows that the policy is not effective, then it will be important to make adjustments
or choose a different policy instrument as early as possible, to ensure that the priority is
achieved.

• Size of the budget. Evaluating policies that have large budgets should be an early priority
so that funds that are not being used effectively or efficiently could be reallocated.

• Complexity of the policy. Complex policies (i.e. crosscutting and/or sensitive) will require
complex and time-consuming evaluations, and therefore only a limited number should be
undertaken on a yearly basis.

• Evidence of delays or other problems. If policies have already shown proof of delays,
severe negative impacts, or other issues, they should be candidates for early review. Regular
monitoring reports should be a good source of information.

• Requirements for reporting to donors. For some policies, there may be specific donor
requirements for the timing of evaluations.

• Age of the policy. In most cases it takes time for the impact of policies to occur. Evaluations
should only be undertaken after a sufficient implementation period.
Before starting the evaluation, it is critical to set the limits of the evaluation object, specifically in the
case of wide-ranging evaluations. That offers a better guarantee that the focus of the evaluation
remains clear and that only those questions are formulated that can reasonably be expected to be
given a valid answer.
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TYPES OF EVALUATION
There are five main types of evaluations, that are recommended in various circumstances (see
table below) based mainly on purpose and scope.
Type of
Evaluation
Formative

Summative

Process

Outcome

Impact

Definition
Evaluates a policy during
development to make early
improvements
Provides information on
policy effectiveness
Conducted after the
completion of the policy
design
Determines if specific policy
activities were implemented
as planned
Focuses on policy
implementation
Determines the changes in
comprehension, attitudes,
behaviours, and practices
that result from policy
activities
Can include both short and
long-term results
Determine long-term,
sustained changes as a
result of the policy activities,
both positive/negative and
intended/unintended

Use

Examples

When starting a new policy - How well is the policy being
to assist in the early phases implemented? What
of policy development
strategies can be used to
improve the policy?
To help decide whether to
Should the policy continue
continue or end a policy
to be funded?
To help determine whether
Should the services be
a policy should be
expanded to all other afterexpanded to other locations school programs in the
community?
To determine why an
Did the policy meet its
established policy has
goals for recruitment of
changed over time
program participants?
To address inefficiencies
Did participants receive the
specified number of service
hours
To decide whether
Did participants report the
policy/activities affect
desired changes after
participants outcomes
completing a policy cycle?
What are the short or longTo establish and measure
term results observed
clear benefits of the policy
among (or reported by)
participants?
To influence policy
To see impact in
longitudinal studies with
comparison groups

What changes in
participants’ behaviours are
attributable to the policy?
What effects would
participants miss out on
without this policy?

The types of evaluation differ regarding both policy cycle moment when they are carried-out and
purpose. The formative evaluation is performed along with the policy development, to make early
adjustments, if needed. The summative and process evaluations are carried-out during the process
implementation and are often called intermediate evaluations. The outcome evaluation could be
performed both during policy implementation and after the policy was terminated. The latter is also
called final evaluation. The impact evaluation is a very special type of evaluation that is normally
19

conducted sometime after the policy was implemented, as there is usually a time lag between
reaching outcomes and impact generation.
It is also important to mention that only formative and summative evaluations are mutually exclusive,
whereas the other three types of the evaluations could be the theme of the first to evaluations.
Notwithstanding certain differences of these types of the evaluation, the steps and logic of the
evaluation presented in this Quick Guide are common and could be applied in every case.

EXTERNAL EVALUATION
Ideally the Government would “outsource” evaluation to external (outside of the public
administration or at least not directly linked to the Government) experts or organizations. This would
allow to get a more objective opinion on the policy implementation and effects. However, this
requires resources and preparatory steps, such as, for instance preparing the Terms of Reference
(ToR) for the evaluation assignment. The ToR must contain at least the following indicative
components:

✓ The reason and justification for the evaluation: a short explanation of the relevance of the
proposed evaluation;
✓ The (external) aim of the evaluation;

✓ The core questions: formulation of the central research question and the secondary questions
derived from it;

✓ The demarcation and scope of the evaluation: explanation of how the field of research will
be demarcated in terms of theme, geographical location and time;
✓ Approach and choice of methodology, including focus on subsidiary studies: description of
the design of the evaluation, the indicators, information sources and research techniques;

✓ Representativeness: explanation of how and the extent to which representativeness plays
a role in the evaluation;

✓ Organisation: explanation of the organisation of the evaluation; deployment of experts,
organisation of workshops, missions, etc.;
✓ Products: indication of the expected subsidiary products, including subsidiary studies or a
data base. Also an indication of whether the report will be published or whether the
evaluation is internal;

✓ Time path: the time path for the evaluation;
✓ Budget: a specified outline of the costs and source of funding.
More details about writing the Terms of Reference for an evaluation could be found in the World
Bank Guide.8

8

World Bank Guide – Writing Terms of Reference for an Evaluation, source:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTEVACAPDEV/Resources/ecd_writing_TORs.pdf
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STEPS OF THE EVALUATION PROCESS
There are four steps of the evaluation, described in more details in the sections below, namely:

Figure 4. Stages of the evaluation process

These steps are mandatory, but Government institutions have to decide how thorough should be the
evaluation and the choice of assessment methods have to be based on some factors. The decision is
influenced by the nature of the policy subject, the time and budget available for the evaluation,
data that is already available and needs to be collected, and the kind of the research questions.
The proportionality principle has to be always the guiding factor in determining how full should be
the evaluation.
It is important to mention here that it is not necessary to consider all criteria for evaluating a policy
that are described in the sections below, but rather pick only those that matter for evaluation.
However, despite a certain freedom in selecting the evaluation criteria, its purpose should not be
forgotten – evaluation is about finding out whether objectives were met and whether the expected
impacts occurred.
It should be also noted that looking into so-called policy “side effects” is also critical – the policy
might reach expected outcomes and generate foreseen impacts, but also bring some unintended
consequences that are not necessarily positive. Ideally, the risks associated with policy side-effects
should have been foreseen during policy analysis (ex-ante policy impact assessment) and design
and relevant mitigation measures adopted and implemented. In practice, it might not always work
as planned, therefore evaluation is specifically about detecting the “what’s wrongs” in terms of
implementation in general and meeting the objectives in particular. For ongoing policies, the
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intermediate evaluation findings are going to serve as a source for correcting the implementation.
On the other hand, for completed policies the final evaluation is going to inform the next policy
planning and development cycle with the range of lessons learned and recommendations.

STEP 1. RECONSTRUCT POLICY INTERVENTION LOGIC
The extent to which a policy can be evaluated is supported by clearly formulated policy principles
and objectives, a description of the activities undertaken, and a logical relationship between policy
objectives and activities. In other words, it means that a proper ex-ante policy impact assessment
was carried-out and all policy elements and relevant substantiation is included in the adopted and
implemented policy.
In practice, however, these criteria are by no means always met. Especially at the level of
operational objectives, the policy is often broad-ranging and not very specifically formulated,
objectives and expected impacts are frequently unclear and the logic of policy intervention is not
sufficiently explicit. In such cases, there is a need to develop a policy theory and a on its basis
reconstruct the intervention logic.
An important element for reconstructing intervention logic is formulating a results’ chain, distinguishing
various levels of expected results. It’s the same logic as in the monitoring, but the main difference is
that evaluation comprises the entire results’ chain, including policy inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes
and impacts. To this end measurable indicators are identified for each of the result levels, to enable
performance to be assessed at that level.
In other words, at this very first evaluation step the Government institutions have to quickly review
the policy analysis and substantiation conducted prior to policy formulation and adoption,
understand what the logic of the policy intervention in was general and see what the
Government wanted to achieve and how.
In practical terms the Government institutions conducting evaluation have to determine the following:
1. What is the problem the policy intended to tackle and the objectives (general,
specific and operational). The ideal situation is when the problem is well formulated,
listing its underlying causes and effects and the objectives are SMART (simple,
measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound) and are a logical response to the
problems. This would obviously simplify the requirements for this first evaluation step.
However, there might be the case when the problem is too ambigous or targets the
wrong beneficiaries. Also, provided the problem was rightly defined, there might be
a lack of relationship between the problem and objectives. If this is the case, at this
step it is required to clearly articulate the problem and the objectives and explain
what has the policy intended to reach. If the policy objectives are ambigous, or
missing, or poorly set, they have to be properly re/formulated. If the policy contains
objectives, but they are not quantified, it is necessary to analyse to what extent they
could be quantified based on existing information. It should be noted also that in the
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following evaluation steps the objectives will be measured by performance indicators
and if they are missing, they should be established at this particular stage of
evaluation. Otherwise, there will be no benchmarks for conducting evaluation9.
2. What are the policy activities (policy outputs) supporting the achievement of
objectives. If the object of evaluation is a strategy, there might be no specific actions
embedded in its body. To this end, there will be a need to search for activity plans
(if they are separate from the strategy) and determine which activities were planned
for policy implementation. It might be more difficult to determine which are the
activities associated with legal documents that are evaluated, as behind the legal
provisions there might not be easy to get a sense of what precisely the Government
is going to do in operational terms. In this particular case, it is always useful to look
into analytical and explanatory papers accompanying legal documents, such as
Explanatory Notes, RIA reports, Concept Documents etc. At this step, the intervention
logic should cover the policy problem, objectives and activities.
3. What are the resources (inputs) committed to implement the activities. The last
step of reconstructing the policy intervention logic is about checking what are the
inputs planned for implementing policy activities and whether they have been
allocated and used.
This step should culminate with a preciset idea of the policy intervention logic, including what the
policy intended to tackle, how and what was committed for this purpose. In other words, there should
be a clarity about the problem, objectives, inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts.
The choice of indicators that would be used to reflect policy elements and will serve as a basis to
measure progress and success needs to be pragmatic – how easy will it be to collect the data, and
what resources will be required to do so. For example, if information needs to be raised through a
survey of businesses, the compliance costs may be unrealistic.

STEP 2. FORMULATE EVALUATION QUESTIONS
Once the policy theory was reconstructed and intervention logic understood, it is the time to
formulate the evaluation questions. In other words, this step is about defining what it is to be found
out and learned through evaluation. It is essential to decide whether the interest in performing
evaluation lies in assessing the overall success of the policy or there are individual elements to look
into more in depth, such as – whether the policy was efficient, effective, whether it generated
expected impacts, lead to satisfaction of target groups etc.

9

The benchmarks (or values of the scenario if the policy would not occur) are normally reflected in output or
outcome indicators, by which the performance to date is compared.
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Almost all evaluations have to try to answer four central questions, specifically:
 Have the policy objectives been achieved and could this be attributed to the intervention?
 Have the needs of the target groups been satisfied and how they have changed?
 What was the impact policy (economic, social, fiscal, environmental etc.) and how sustainable
it was?
 What are the lessons learned as a result of the evaluation?
In some instances, for a successful evaluation, it suffices to answer these questions, providing the
relevant qualitative and quantitative substantiation. Often, however, to answer these questions or
to better understand whether the policy was successful or not, it is necessary to formulate a set of
more detailed questions that are deriving from some evaluation criteria, such as relevance,
effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and impact.
Although it would be laudable if all evaluation criteria are used to formulate evaluation questions,
this might not be feasible in practice. Therefore, it could be more practical to focus on a limited
number of criteria and questions. The choice of criteria and questions would be ideally made about
the expectations of the targeted audience of the evaluation report. This would favor take-up and
increase the evaluation work being used.
Below are the illustrated the five evaluation criteria with associated questions to be considered for
evaluation:
RELEVANCE

The meaning of “Relevance” in evaluation is twofold:
1. It refers to the extent to which a policy and its intended outputs or outcomes are consistent
with priorities and the needs of intended beneficiaries 10. This interpretation might be
questionable, as ideally the assessment whether the policy intervention is compatible with
priorities and beneficiaries’ needs is carried-out during the ex-ante policy impact assessment
stage. Also, the priorities can change over time and a specific policy intervention is (was)
relevant at one moment and not the next.
For instance, the Government might decide to introduce subsidies for crop farmers, as in that
particular year the weather conditions were bad for agriculture, but this might not be
relevant after two years, when both the weather conditions improved and the crop farmers
considerably increased productivity, sales and incomes. Also, if an endemic disease has been
eradicated earlier than expected, for instance, it could mean there is no longer need for the
policy fighting with it.
2. It refers to the extent to which the effects of the intervention make a sustainable contribution
to achieving the ultimate policy objective (the impact). It also incorporates the concept of
10

OECD/DAC Criteria for International Development Evaluations.
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responsiveness - that is, the extent to which the Government was able to respond to changing
and emerging policy priorities and needs in a responsive manner.
An essential sub-category of relevance is the appropriateness, which concerns the cultural
acceptance, as well as feasibility of the activities or methods of delivery of a policy initiative. While
relevance examines the importance of the initiative relative to the needs and priorities of intended
beneficiaries, appropriateness examines whether the initiative as it is operationalised is acceptable
and is feasible. For example, a policy initiative may be relevant in that it addresses a need that
intended beneficiaries perceive to be important, but inappropriate because the method of delivery
is incongruent with the culture or not feasible given some contextual realities. In applying the criterion
of relevance, evaluations should explore the extent to which the planning, design and
implementation of initiatives takes into account the current environment.
It is important to note here, that relevance might be seen as criteria that would not bring much value
to the policy implementation, precisely because it is a concern for the ex-ante policy assessment
stage rather than ex-post evaluation. However, if the evaluation will conclude that the policy is not
relevant anymore because Government priorities or beneficiaries’ needs have changed over time,
there will be a need to consider adjusting the policy or terminating it. And, if the former is the case,
the Government has to think what changes ought to be made, and in what direction. Also, it should
consider whether the agreed objectives are still valid and if they represent sufficient rationale for
continuing the activities.

RELEVANCE EVALUATION C HECKLIST

 Why Government intervention was needed?
 Are policy objectives still relevant?
 How the evaluated policy is correlated with
other connected policies?
 Are the expected outcomes and impacts clearly
defined and correlated with policy objectives?
 Are planned activities correlated with expected
outcomes?
 Are policy beneficiaries clearly defined?
 Are implementation responsibilities clearly
assigned?
 Are the policy outcomes leading to expected
inputs?

Therefore, there should be attempted
to evaluate the changing policy
context and current relevance of
policy intervention, as it reveals
whether the policy is still useful.
EFFECTIVENESS

Effectiveness is a measure of the
extent to which the policy intended
objectives have been achieved or
progress made. In other words, the
policy is considered effective when its
outputs
produce
the
desired
outcomes. For instance, a teaching
policy consisting, among other things
in increasing teachers’ pay and
performance is considered effective
if students learn, i.e. acquire intended
knowledge, skills and abilities.
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EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION CHECKLIST

 Are the policy objectives met, outcomes
generated by using committed resources?
 If not, what is the gap between outcome
targets and achievements and could it be
quantified?
 Which are the driving factors for the
performance gap?
 Are policy beneficiaries satisfied by the policy
outcomes?
 How can be demonstrated that progress in
achieving outcomes relates to policy
intervention? Are there any other
policies/factors leading to progress?
 Could the same outcomes be achieved in a
better way? Are there any alternatives
approaches to get the same policy outcomes?

Evaluating effectiveness involves an
assessment of cause and effect - that
is, attributing observed changes to
policy activities and outputs. For
example, the extent to which changes
in the number of voters can be
associated to a voter education
policy.
Assessing effectiveness involves
measuring change in the observed
outputs and outcomes (did the
students learn something?) and
attributing observed changes or
progress toward change to the policy
(did the students learn something
because of the teaching?).

The attribution issue is important for
evaluation
in
general
and
effectiveness evaluation in particular.
Policy interventions have no control per se over the outcomes; at best a policy strives to produce
those outputs that have the greatest likelihood of producing the intended outcomes. As such, a policy
intervention’s effectiveness is driven primarily by policy design and implementation. In many cases,
attribution is typically the greatest challenge to assessing policy effectiveness, i.e. how and to what
extent can observed changes in outcomes by attribute to achieved outputs.
When the policy attribution is well established (e.g. the incidence of a disease has got to almost
zero because population was protected through an immunisation policy) the effectiveness evaluation
can be fairly straightforward. However, for some policies (e.g. attributing the change in population
wellbeing through introducing social assistance offices) might be difficult as there might be other
reasons for the change (such as, population became more well off as a result of high emigration
and remittances, creation of enterprises and jobs etc.). Generally, the more complex and large is
the policy, the more attribution is likely to be difficult. Therefore, often attribution is expressed
regarding likelihood rather than proof and ultimately the test of validity is credibility.
The Government is under continuous pressure to spend money on a range of policies designed to
serve particular needs of society. While many factors affect the decisions, that the Government must
ultimately make about policies, effectiveness evaluation can aid their decision-making by providing
objective and reliable information. That helps identify policies that are working as intended, those
that are no longer needed and those that are not accomplishing the desired objectives and could
be replaced by other policies that will achieve the objectives more effectively.
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EFFICIENCY

Efficiency measures the relationship between policy outputs and inputs or how economically policy
resources (such as funds, expertise and time) are converted to results (policy deliverables). A policy
initiative is efficient when it uses resources appropriately and economically to produce the desired
outputs. In other words, a policy is efficient when it uses the least costly resources that are
appropriate and available to
EFFICIENCY EVALUATION CHECKLIST
achieve results regarding quality and
quantity.
 What are the policy outputs?
Efficiency is important in ensuring that
 What are policy targets?
resources
have
been
used
 Have policy targets been achieved?
appropriately and in highlighting
 Which are the main indicators for measuring
more efficient uses of resources.
policy operational efficiency?
 Which was the price of policy output – per unit
Ideally the Government should aspire
and for all outputs?
for implementing policies that are
 Which are the expenses for policy
both
effective
and
efficient.
implementation, including administration costs?
However, it is important to note here
 Are the allocated resources sufficient for
that an efficient intervention is not
meeting policy objectives?
necessarily effective. Drawing from
 How long does it take to generate policy
the teaching policy example
outputs? Are they generated on due time? If not,
mentioned above, teaching may be
which are the reasons?
provided
economically
and
 Are there any complaints in terms of generation
efficiently, but if it is not of good
of policy outputs?
quality, e.g. appropriate to the needs
and interests the students, intended
learning outcomes will not be
achieved, i.e. it will not be effective.
In practice, to ensure efficiency is adequately measured, it is essential whether policy activities are
standardised, i.e. the factors of production are well known and i.e. the factors of production are
well known. For instance, in a road building policy, where the methods of construction are reasonably
well established, a typical measure of efficiency would be the cost per kilometre per class of road.
Because other road building policies use the same standard of efficiency, among others, the basis
for comparison and assessment is readily available in most cases.
On the other hand, a national policy on human rights, for example, is not standardised and could
vary across countries. In such cases, relevant measures of efficiency typically address waste in the
process, either at the level of inputs – obtaining appropriate resources at least cost or fair market
value or at the level of processes – duplication of activities, conflicting processes etc.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability measures the extent to which benefits of policy initiatives continue after
implementation has come to an end. Assessing sustainability involves evaluating the area to which
relevant social, economic, political, institutional and other conditions are present and, based on that
assessment, making projections about the national capacity to maintain, manage and ensure the
development results in the future.
While relevance, effectiveness and efficiency of specific policy interventions, the assessment of
sustainability addresses the effects of the policy process itself over the long term.
For example, in a road construction policy, sustainability can be measured regarding whether the
road is likely to be maintained, the extent to which it will be used and provide benefits in the future,
etc. In a policy to support agriculture, it could be measured regarding financial and economic
viability of the agricultural production and the supporting institutions, the extent to which economic
surplus is reinvested productively by farmers, etc.
Sustainability is in many ways a higher-level test of whether or not the policy intervention has been
a success. Far too many policy initiatives tend to fail once the implementation phase is over, because
either the target group or the
SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION C HECKLIST
responsible institutions do not have the
means or sufficient motivation to
 Has a sustainability strategy, including capacity
provide the resources needed for the
development of key national stakeholders, been
policy activities to go further.
developed or implemented?
 Are there financial and economic mechanisms in
Because sustainability is concerned with
place to ensure the ongoing flow of benefits
what happens after policy activities
once the policy ends?
are completed, they are measured
 Have socio-cultural aspects (if relevant) been
some years ideally afterwards. It is
considered?
difficult to provide a reliable
 Have environmental aspects (if relevant) been
assessment of sustainability while
considered?
activities are still underway, or
immediately afterwards. In such cases,
 Have suitable organizational (public or private
sector) arrangements been made?
the assessment is based on projections
of future developments based on
 Are policy and regulatory frameworks that will
available knowledge about the policy
support continuation of benefits in place?
intervention and the capacity of
 Does the requisite institutional capacity (systems,
involved parties do deal with changing
structures, staff, expertise, etc.) exists?
contexts. It requires an analysis of the
 Have external factors, such as political stability,
contextual setting – its capabilities and
economic crises, natural disasters etc. been
restraints – and future scenarios.
considered?
There are seven sustainability factors
that could be taken into account all
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along the policy implementation cycle, and should be used during the evaluation to identify relevant
questions:

• Policy support measures – policies, priorities and specific commitments of the all policy
recipients supporting the chances of success

• Choice of technology – choice and adaptation of technology and policy instruments to
existing conditions

• Institutional aspects – institutional and organisational capacity and assigned roles and
responsibilities between existing bodies. At the more detailed level, assessment may include
considerations of managerial leadership, administrative systems and the involvement of
beneficiaries.
• Economic and financial aspects – economic viability and financial sustainability. It should
consider whether funds are or will be sufficient to cover future operations, maintenance and
depreciation of investments.

• Socio-cultural aspects – socio-cultural integration and impact on various groups (gender,
ethnic, religious etc.)

• Environmental matters – exploitation, management and development of resources and
protection of environment

• External factors - political stability, economic crises and shocks, overall level of development,
balance of payments status and natural disasters.
IMPACT

Impact measures all significant effects of the policy intervention, positive or negative, direct or
indirect, intended or unintended on the economy, people’s well-being and other targeted sectors
and groups. Impacts are actually the final changes that the Government wants to achieve. The policy
impact could be generated if all previous process elements (inputs, outputs, outcomes) have been
successfully reached (provided they were rightly designed). The policy impact is evaluated because
it generates useful information for decision-making and supports accountability for delivering results.
For example, an HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment policy targeting vulnerable groups could have
broader effects both positive, such as a reduction in the incidence of tuberculosis on other groups,
and harmful, such as a reduction of funding to malaria prevention. Effects may also be economic by
nature, e.g. size of the workforce, political, e.g. state budget allocation, and so on.
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At times, in evaluating impacts the Government might face the same challenges as in the case of
effectiveness evaluation - confirming whether benefits to beneficiaries can be directly attributed to
Government intervention can be difficult. Because effects can be numerous and varied, and on the
other hand they are typically the result of complex interactions, assessing impact is difficult in most
circumstances. Therefore, for impact evaluation, assumptions of cause and effect relationship
between outcomes and impacts have to be considered.

IMPACT EVALUATION C HECKLIST

 Which are medium term and long term policy
impacts on the target groups?
 Have outcome indicators been originally
determined?
 What are the broad economic and social
impacts of the policy intervention?
 Is it possible to distinguish between extent to
which the evaluated policy has contributed to
reach the objectives and other factors?
 Are there any major unintended side
effects/externalities or distributional effects of
the policy (e.g. Subsidies channelled
 preponderantly to large companies rather than
SMEs that were targeted)?
 Which are other relevant policy impacts?

In the case of an evaluation where to
the impact is given priority, there is a
need to estimate the counterfactual –
that means what would have
happened if the intervention had not
taken place? That can be done by
choosing a control or comparison
group – a group of individuals,
households, etc., that are identical to
the policy targeted group, except for
participation in the policy.
There might be other criteria that
could be considered for evaluation,
such as equity, fairness, spread of
democratic values etc. The choice of
these additional criteria depends
whether the policy has any elements
that might require these criteria to be
considered.

In general, applying all these
evaluation criteria in combination will help to ensure that the evaluation covers the most critical areas
of the policy initiative. However, not all criteria are applicable, or equally applicable, to every
evaluation. Below are some guiding questions to help define evaluation criteria and associated
evaluation questions:






To what extent does the test inform the purpose of the evaluation?
How much and what kinds of information do potential users need?
Should there be equal focus on each of the criteria or will some information be more useful?
Is this criterion a useful or appropriate measure for the evaluation?
Which criterion will produce the most useful information given available resources?

Provided the evaluation criteria were defined, in preparing the specific evaluation questions,
particularly for complex policies, it is useful to group the questions hierarchically to get a better
understanding of the cause-effect relationship. Below is an example of questions hierarchy for the
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evaluation of the policy on the information campaign launched for increasing population awareness
about road safety in a medium size city.

Was the target-group covered by the campaign?

What share of
children was
covered?

What share of school
children from high risk areas
was covered by the
campaign?

What share of drivers
was covered by the
campaign?

What share of men drivers
aged 18-24 was covered by
the campaign?

Did the campaign change the behaviour of target-group?

Did the number of
road accidents
decrease?

Did the average
driving speed drop?

Have the road accidents
Did the driving speed drop
decreased in high risk areas more in high risk areas than
faster than the total number
in general?
of accidents?

Figure 5. Hierarchy of questions for evaluation

At the end of this evaluation step the Government institutions will have to have the policy intervention
logic understood (1st step) and the evaluation questions based on several criteria formulated (2nd
step).

STEP 3. CARRY-OUT OF THE ANALYSIS
Having all policy details, indicators to measure its success and evaluation questions formulated, it is
the time to carry-out the evaluation itself. This core evaluation step is about integrating data,
findings, questions, criteria generated in the previous evaluation stages into an evaluation model
that would make all these elements work together and show whether the policy was (for completed
policies) or is (for ongoing policies) successful.
This step is not about anything else but applying critical thinking, simple judgment and common
sense to better understand whether these policy elements fit and whether what has been done so
far was successful and generated expected results. Even though there are many quantitative
evaluation tools (same as for the ex-ante policy impact assessment), such as cost-benefit analysis,
cost-effectiveness analysis, regressions etc., these could be used if Government institutions have time,
money and if the benefits of using a more sophisticated tools outweigh the efforts and investments
made.
A simple and straightforward method to carry out evaluation is the input-output model (see figure
below). This model allows to set all policy elements defined in the previous steps into a logical
framework (objectives, inputs, outputs, outcomes, causality link etc.) to support judgement about
success of the policy based defined evaluation questions and criteria.
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Figure 6. Types of indicators in the policy results' chain

The input-output model is based on an “if-then” relationship between inputs, activities, outputs,
outcomes and impacts. If the resources are available for the policy, then the activities can be
implemented, if the activities are implemented successfully then specific outputs and outcomes can
be expected and if the outcomes are achieved, the impacts will be generated.
It should be remembered that inputs, activities and outputs were identified during the first evaluation
step. So were the objectives. Through input-output model the Government institutions have to assess
specifically:
A. If inputs were available, activities carried-out and outputs produced
B. If expected outcomes have been reached and determine, to the extent it’s possible, the
contribution of the policy outputs to this
C. If intended impacts where generated and determine, to the extent it’s possible, the
contribution of the policy outcomes to this
D. If there are unintended consequences of the policy intervention, both positive and negative
E. If the policy is complying to all or some criteria determined for evaluation
It should be clear that outcomes and impacts are measure of policy success or failure. The
Government could influence inputs, activities and outputs, but outcomes in almost all cases, are
beyond Government control and impacts are always uncontrollable. Therefore, although outcomes
and, to a certain extent impacts, are used as the primary indicators of policy success or failure, they
are still insufficient. Outcomes and impacts may easily be achieved through processes independent
of the policy and an evaluation of those outcomes and impacts would suggest policy success, when
in fact external outputs were responsible for the outcomes and other factors determined impacts.
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This is the most complicated part of the evaluation and the quality of evaluation findings depends
a lot on the extent to which the role of the policy in achieving outcomes and impacts can be
determined.
Often, in policies for which there is a considerable time lag for the impacts to be generated (e.g.
education, social protection etc.) the outcomes are also long-term, and the success is far in the future.
Therefore, for these types of policies the logic model can and, indeed, should be used in both
formative (during the implementation to offer the chance to improve the policy) and summative
(after the completion of the policy) evaluations. Moreover, since in these types of policies it might
take ten or more years to figure out the impact, the summative evaluation could be performed again
in the medium to long terms.
Below is an example of an input-output model for a vaccination policy. It illustrates the assessment
of two evaluation criteria – efficiency and effectiveness.
INPUTS/ACTIVITIES
1.2 mil. UAH financing for the procurement of vaccines
2.5 mil. UAH salaries for staff doing vaccination
3.4 mil. UAH financing for storing and adequate maintenance of
vaccines
0.2 mil. UAH financing for public awareness campaigns

OUTPUTS/ACTIVITIES
Procurement of vaccines for 50.000 children
10 events organised as part of the public awareness campaign

OUTCOME
98% of children under 5 years vaccinated

Efficiency
Vaccines for
50.000 children
were procured
according to the
plan
10 events were
organised according
to the plan
It was the most
efficient option –
the one which
would have
involved family
doctors would have
been 20% more
expensive.

Effectiveness
The targets were
achieved – 98% of
children under 5 years
were vaccinated
Only 12 complication
cases emerged that
were addressed
successfully

IMPACT
Decrease in the incidence of the most widespread infectious
diseases with epidemic tendencies (e.g. tuberculosis,
poliomyelitis, viral hepatitis etc.) by 20% after 5 years

Figure 7. Example of input-output model for a vaccination policy

According to this example the policy was both efficient (the cheapest option was selected) and
effective (inputs where used to reach the goals). It also leads to the expected impact – the incidence
of infectious diseases dropped by 20% in five years. The evaluation didn’t reveal any unintended
negative impact. At the same time, there was an unintended negative outcome – 12 complication
cases that have been tackled successfully. As a whole the summative evaluation might conclude that
the policy was successful, as it was effective, efficient and, more important, the impact was reached.
However, this is a rough description of the policy evaluation findings –it is important not to forget
that there might be other questions or criteria based on which the policy have to be evaluated.
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EVALUATION METHODS
There are various methods to support evaluation in general and analytical process required at this
step in particular. Generally speaking a distinction can be made between qualitative and
quantitative evaluation methods. Qualitative research methods focus more on processes and
emphasise the behaviour of various actors involved in evaluation. They are flexible and can place
findings in their cultural and political context. A qualitative approach can give a plausible
explanation of why a certain policy intervention has or has not had an effect in a given context.
Qualitative methods play an important role in determining internal validity. It is however not always
possible to generalise the findings of qualitative research.
Quantitative research, on the other hand, explicitly aims to make general statements (external
validity). Statistical techniques make it possible to isolate the effects of an intervention in a complex
environment. This method is, however, very data-sensitive. It requires a large quantity of reliable
information to allow the formation of sample populations. Quantitative and qualitative techniques
are not interchangeable, but complementary. Quantitative methods can provide a statistical basis
for a more qualitative approach, while a qualitative analysis can explain relationships established
by quantitative research. Without a theoretical framework and qualitative research into the
mechanisms behind assumed relationships, statistical analysis has no substance.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
The validity and reliability of an evaluation stands or falls with the reliability of the data collection.
Where the data is collected depends strongly on the subject of the evaluation. If they are available,
existing databases can be used. Ideally, some if not all of the indicators for which data will be
needed will have been identified in the original ex-ante assessment (if one was conducted). In these
cases, processes for collecting the required data may already be in place, greatly facilitating this
step in the evaluation. But even so, the evaluation process may call for specific data to be collected.
However, the value of undertaking these types of data should be weighed against the time and
cost involved (application of the proportionality principle).
The most common forms of data collection are:
 Review of documentation and literature. To obtain a clear picture of the field of study it
is necessary to become familiar with the complete range of written sources available. That
includes information relating to interventions, more policy-related documentation and
academic literature. It requires working through the archives in great detail, preferably using
a systematic list of points for attention. A critical point for consideration in a file study is to
assess the reliability of the information.
 Interviewing key informants. Generally, a distinction is made between structured, semistructured and non-structured interview methods. Which method is applied depends on the
role of the interview in the research and the nature of the information that is being sought.
Especially in the initial orientation phase interviews will generally be open to allow as many
different opinions and viewpoints to be collected from the interviewees.
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 Group interviews. Various kinds of group interviews are used in evaluations. One of the
most common forms is the focus group discussion, in which the interaction between the
interviewees can also be a valuable source of information.
 Direct measurement. A lot of quantifiable information can be acquired by simple recording
and counting. Especially at the level of outputs, this is the most logical approach. Direct
measurement is particularly useful if data is available from a baseline study.
 Direct observation. Observation methods can be limited to the physical outputs of an
activity, but can also relate to certain processes. Observation techniques (with or without the
deployment of audiovisual aids) have always played an important role in field research. It
should be added that they can be very time-intensive. Evaluations generally make use of a
quick (more or less structured) tour of physical outputs, a ‘transect’, and/or attending one or
more meetings of the target groups concerned.
 Surveys. Surveys aim to collect a large quantity of standardised data from a large
population. Such data is very suitable for statistical analysis. Surveys make use of previously
drawn up questionnaires which are preferably tested first and which can be in written or
verbal form. They are essential in determining the starting situation (baseline) and are
indispensable in impact evaluations. Because surveys can be time-consuming and costly,
impact evaluations often use the results of previous questionnaires or modules added to
pending surveys, so that they can serve multiple purposes
 Case studies. Case studies are in-depth studies of a small number of specific policy
interventions. They offer the possibility of considering the perceptions of stakeholders or
reconstructing histories. Case studies are a valuable supplement to broader surveys, because
they provide an opportunity to examine and explain relationships that become apparent
from statistical analysis in greater detail. If an evaluation is based exclusively on a series of
case studies, it is essential to determine to what extent the selected cases are representative.
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STEP 4. FORMULATE F INDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
By responses to evaluation questions, at this stage the main conclusions and recommendations are
being made and synthesised in the evaluation report (the template for the evaluation report is in
Annex II). This step allows deciding whether specific policies are seen as successful and satisfactory.
The main conclusion should be based mostly on the results of the input-output model, which
established or disavowed causal links between the policy intervention and the outcomes or in certain
cases, impacts.
Overall, at this stage the following questions have to be asked:
 Did the policy achieve the results excepted initially?
 Were the costs (both financial and non-financial) more or less than anticipated?
 Can conclusions be drawn about the extent to which the benefits achieved by the policy
outweigh the costs?
 If the results were less than anticipated, what were the factors that influenced this result?
 Was there a change in external factors – economic environment, donor interventions,
changes in political priorities etc.?
 Was the policy not implemented as intended, or were there subsequent changes?
 Was the cost of the policy higher than anticipated?
 Was the policy poorly designed, and therefore did not have the intended impact?
Additionally, it is also essential to formulate recommendations to be considered further in addressing
this policy. Based on this assessment, the evaluators should identify any changes to the policy that
would improve its relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, sustainability or impact. Such
recommendations could range from minor adjustments to more fundamental changes. However,
recommendations should be consistent with evaluation objectives, and avoid making
recommendations that are unaffordable or too costly. If the evaluation points to the need for
substantive change to the policy, then the next step should to be to undertake an ex-ante impact
assessment of alternative policy options.
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Below are four options that have to be considered by the evaluators in respect to the assessed
policy:

Continuation
of the Policy

This recommendation will be suggested if evaluation found the
policy successful (i.e. the benefits outweigh the costs, the
targets have been met), and the relevance and usefulness of
public policy still remain evident. Public policy will be
continued and if market failure will still be concern and the
effects would not be sustainable in case of policy termination.

Slight
Modification
of the Policy

The policy needs certain amendments, such as changing
institutional, managerial approaches or finding more efficient
ways to reach the targets.

Significant
Modification of
the Policy

The policy might require fundamental changes in content or
coverage, for example, target groups have to be redefined
or if there are obvious adverse effects generated by the
policy.

Termination of
the Policy

The policy will be terminated if the objectives were fully met,
if it does not solve the problems outlined, or if it was proved
the lack of causal link between policy intervention and
outcomes

Figure 8. Range of options as a follow-up of the evaluation
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The evaluation findings have to be embedded in the “generic” template of the evaluation report:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Title
Table of contents
Glossary and abbreviations
Executive summary
Evaluation objective
Definition of the evaluation scope
Description of the policy and its objectives (step 1)

8)

Definition of the evaluation questions and criteria, results of the input-output model and the relevant
answers (steps 2 and 3)

9)

Overview of the main conclusions and recommendations (step 4)

10)

Annexes

The main point of the whole evaluation exercise is to support the next policy-making cycle, to make
it more successful and not to blame or praise those who decided upon the original policy. That is
why the outsourcing is strongly advised.
It is important to formulate findings and recommendations in a way that also non-researchers could
understand – i.e. besides some technical data and information, which would ideally feed into the
annexes, there has to be a summary of the main findings, implications and recommendations and
clear and straightforward explanations and substantiations throughout the whole evaluation report.
The proposals practical and feasible and explicitly linked to the conclusions of the evaluation and
should address the problems reviled.
Also, evaluation findings might be sometimes counter-intuitive - results sometimes contradict deeply
held beliefs. Despite the “disappointing” nature of the findings, they have to be fully inserted in the
report, so that it contains only objective information. At the end of the day the political success is
also measured by whether objectives were achieved of not - therefore “nice” evaluation reports
would not hide the failure of the Government that is going to become evident at some point.
The evaluation reports are meant for decision-makers that are responsible for achieving results, but
dissemination of evaluation findings and recommendations to the external stakeholders is also
recommended; there should be transparency in Government activities not only during policy
formulation, but also during policy monitoring and evaluation.
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CONSULTATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS
Many of the reasons for using consultation at the ex-ante stage, also apply to ex-post evaluation.
However, at this stage the emphasis is on gathering information on policy success, rather than
information that will provide a better understanding of the issues with which the policy options are
concerned. For that reason, the role of consultation, through potentially important, is smaller, and
can often be restricted to those directly affected, rather than involving the public at large.
There are three types of consultation to consider:

• The first the consultation with other ministries and agencies that is affected. In devising and
carrying out the ex-post evaluation, it is important to think which Government institutions are
affected or concerned in the policy and to consult them.

• The second form of consultation is informal consultation with key groups. That is perhaps the
most significant form of consultation at the ex-post evaluation stage. In gathering data on
whether the objectives of the policy have been met, one important source of data is the
experience of those outside the Government who are affected by it. That can include
businesses, trade unions, non-governmental organizations, municipalities, pressure groups,
professional organizations and other organizations which, through their direct involvement in
the operation of the policy, can offer relevant data and useful information on its
effectiveness.

• The third form of consultation is consultation with the public as a whole. This type of
consultation as part of an ex-post evaluation is unlikely to be profitable: consultation with
key groups should yield much of the data needed to assess the policy’s effectiveness.
However, it can be extremely useful to gauge the reactions of the ‘consumers’ of a policy,
i.e. members of the public who are affected by its work. A questionnaire or interviews with
a sample of people can produce useful data at low cost.
More details about the consultation process in ex-post evaluation both within and outside of the
Government will be covered in a separate methodology focusing on M&E procedural aspects.
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